
CAC Kids Camping adventure in Pembrokeshire 13th – 15th April 2012 

It was on a sunny Friday morning that our CAC Kids met up at Pembroke Castle, the first site of our 

epic and unprecedented camping trip. The first priority was a picnic on the grass of the Outer Ward, 

and the distribution of the CACPACKS and special CAC Kids tour hoodies.  The Cacpacks held the keys 

to the weekend activities – the traditional CAC booklet, special CAC Kids notebooks, the tales of 

Captain (CAC) Kidd and Bartholomew Roberts, a treasure map, pencils, stickers, camp fire songbook 

– just about everything that would be called upon over the course of the weekend. 

 
Checking out the CACPACKS at Pembroke Castle 

 

Then it was time to embark on the exploration of the castle.  Searching down clues, our CAC Kids 

marched along the battlements, climbed towers, discovered corridors and descended into the 

prehistoric cavern underneath the Inner Ward. There were reconstructions everywhere – the 

unfortunate John Whithorne languishing in the dungeon, a medieval banquet (rabbit, dove and 

venison on the menu), the birth of Henry VII and a rather scary scene from the civil war. Models 

illustrated the evolution of Pembroke Castle from an 11th Century wooden fortress to the castle we 

see today.     

 



   
Down in the cavern, exploring the Inner Ward, Birth of Henry VII 

 

 
 

 
 

Pembroke Castle: Big towers, big views, big fire places, little friends! 

 



Pembroke Castle is a superb spot to introduce children to medieval life and a great start to our 

weekend. 

From Pembroke, we headed off to Trefalen Farm, on the road to Bosherston and St. Govan’s. It is 

literally the end of the road and the end of South Wales. Pitching our tents in the lower field, we had 

fantastic views to the sea, and with just two other tents in the field, plenty of space to run around.  

With the tents organised, next stop was a secluded cove just a few yards away, accessible only by 

sea, or for the brave, a scramble down the rocks.  We opted for the latter and with the cove to 

ourselves, explored the caves and tested the sea temperature. 

  
The CAC Campsite, paddling fun, cave exploration, our cove 

  
Returning to the tents, it was time to rustle up some supper on the camp stoves, and settle down 

around the campfire for a few glasses of wine and some rather dubious guitar playing and song 

singing, with The Ugly Bug Ball and American Pie topping the charts. 

Where has everybody gone? 



With the children finally tucked up in the tents, a few parents braved the dropping temperature to 

admire the stars, with Mars shining brightly in Leo, and, the result of some very complex discussions 

with NASA, a fly-by from the International Space Station.           

Then the rain set in! 

On Saturday morning it was still raining, and we took the decision to exchange the first stop on the 

itinerary, the exposed and boggy location of Gors Fawr Stone Circle, for a cosy café in Pembroke and 

a big fried breakfast.  

With batteries recharged and everybody just about dried out, we headed off to Pentre Ifan, the 

iconic Neolithic monument and inspiration for the new CAC Kids logo. With the rain subsiding it was 

a good opportunity to discuss Neolithic life in Pembrokeshire.  

 

  

The team at Pentre Ifan 

 

 

 

 



At 2.00, we had an important appointment with the Iron Age, and set off, with a few detours, to 

Castell Henllys, where the children were greeted by Merrin, (Sally Hargraves) and the adults by 

Roger Tyrer, our guide and expert in all things Iron Age. 

 
Castell Henllys 

 

Castell Henllys is an authentic Iron Age Hill fort, with round huts reconstructed according to the 

archaeological interpretation, in their original locations.  

Merrin was fantastic, she and the CAC Kids started their Iron Age afternoon by grinding some wheat 

with a quern and making some real Iron Age bread from dough shaped by the children and cooked in 

the fire over the next half hour or so. We all agreed it tasted excellent. They built a daub and wattle 

wall by weaving sticks together and flinging mud against it. They tested out some Iron Age beds, 

explored the granary, and got to hold a sword, spear and shield. Finally, they learnt advanced enemy 

scaring techniques, with painted faces, yelling and generally learning how to be a warrior. There is 

no doubt that this was a highlight of the weekend and an inspirational afternoon for our CAC Kids.  



 
 
Merrin with the CAC Kids 

 
 

Meanwhile the adults had the treat of a guided tour by Roger, who explained how the 

reconstruction was inspired and how, thirty years ago the site was saved from being turned into an 

Asterix the Gaul theme park.  Castell Henllys has a fine and unusual (for the UK), example of Chevaux 

de Frise – stone, mainly quartz, set in front of the ditch to provide an early warning of attack. Upon 

encountering such a device, your would be invaders would need to dismount and the associated 

melee would serve notice of immanent attack.  We had a fascinating discussion on a number of 

aspects of life in the Iron Age – a time when population was low and resources plentiful, it would 

have been a very pleasant era in which to live. We even had a demonstration of how wood was 

turned on a lathe.    

  
Chevaux de Frise and inside the high status hut 



The adults were eventually reunited with their children, who returned to us transformed into Iron 

Age Warriors, complete with their woad painted faces. 

 
Scary Iron Age Warriors. Below, you can understand how their mere appearance would strike fear into the 

very hearts of their enemies: 

 

 

We would like to extend huge thanks to the staff at Castell Henllys, particularly to Roger and Sally 

who travelled in especially for us. We would highly recommend that everybody visit this exceptional 



site, all our CAC Kids were genuinely inspired and later in the day were able to explain, in detail, 

what life was like in the Iron Age.  

And so, from Castell Henllys, it was back to the campsite, with just one short detour 

(deliberate this time) to visit Little Newcastle, the birthplace of Bartholomew 

Roberts, one of the most successful pirates of all time and a key player in the piracy 

themed activity to follow.  

With time marching on, we headed directly to St. Govan’s Inn for some supper and a couple of pints 

of fine ale, and then on to the campsite and to our cove for a treasure hunt. The scene was set with 

a story read to the CAC Kids about pirates, ship wrecks, secret coves, pubs and treasure, whilst flags 

were set out in the cove and treasure buried.  And so, with the sun setting and the children adorned 

with blue and green pirate bandanas and clutching their treasure maps, we headed down to the 

shoreline. In two teams, our CAC Kids followed the flags of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, 

answering seafaring questions at each. 

 
The blue team digging for treasure 

 

Finally arriving at the Jolly Roger, it was time to take 10 paces to the north, into the cave, and to 

start digging. The cave was dark, and it was by now dark outside adding to the excitement, not only 

of digging up the treasure in torchlight, but also in escorting everybody back up the cliffs. With 

everybody safely returned to the campsite, and the CAC Kids tucked up in sleeping bags, it was time 

for some more wine around the camp fire and some stunningly clear skies. However, it was very, 

very, cold, and most people retired earlier than the night before to the comfort of their tents and 

damp sleeping bags. 

On Sunday morning those who were up at 6.00 were treated to a spectacular sunrise and it was with 

a confident and cheery anticipation of a sunny day ahead that we cooked and devoured our 

breakfasts.  



 
Sunrise over the campsite 

 

The first event of the day was the award ceremony and each CAC Kid was presented with a special 

certificate to mark their contribution to the weekend and their new found knowledge of history and 

piracy. George Swann presented the certificates under the official CAC Kids flag. 

 
Sophie receiving her award 



 
All the winners 

 

Next up, the CACOlympics held on the vast Broadhaven (South) Beach, a short stroll away from the 

tents. Through a mix up of the ticketing, there were no spectators and we had this huge beach 

pretty much to ourselves.   

The first event was the tag rugby, albeit without a ball. With the pitch marked out and the teams 

wearing their bandanas and matching tag ties, it was a game of two halves. Niamh and Alice were 

joint winners of the first half, and Alice managed to be the sole person to avoid all the catchers on 

the second half.  There was some superb whistle blowing from Jaimee, George and Sophie.  

  
The tag rugby teams and tag action 

Next was a rerun of the treasure hunt, with the added advantage that, in broad daylight, we could 

actually read the clues. It was a close run event, ending in a head to head race to the Jolly Roger. For 

a second time over the weekend, Captain Kidd’s treasure was dug up. 



 
Counting the spoils 

 

From here, it was off to the stadium for the track and field events, starting with the long jump. After 

an admirable demonstration by Catherine the real competition commenced with a variety of 

interesting styles, from the gazelle like technique of Niamh, to the nose diving George. It was indeed, 

Niamh that won the gold medal. The adults had a go, but nothing worthy of a mention was 

achieved! 

 
Alice in long jump action 

 

Next, the 30m flat race, in two heats. In the 4-6 year old heat, once again, Niamh was over the 

finishing line first. The 3-4 year old heat saw Sophie Ellwood take on Hannah Swann, in what was 

really just a rerun of their journey to nursery each morning. With too many adults watching for 



Hannah to get away with her usual sneaky tactics (“wait Sophie, I need to tell you something”!), 

Sophie put in an excellent winning performance. 

 
A comfortable gold medal for Niamh, George needs to have a word with 

his footware sponsors. Sophie (below) has the edge on Hannah in an unusually fair race. 

 

 

With the tension heightening, it was time for the three legged flat race, George and Jaimee, Sophie 

and Hannah, Niamh and Alice. The latter barely made it past the start line, Sophie and Hannah got a 

good half way, but it was George and Jaimee that literally fell over the finish line to take gold 



 
This surely must become an official Olympic event 

 

 On to the final event of the day, the children and parents relay race. 

With the children on the start line, bandanas as batons, George, Jaimee, Alice and Niamh all put in a 

great first lap. George, despite falling over regained ground and with an excellent handover to his 

Dad, the race for the final lap was on. With Abby left sprawled on the ground – the judges are still 

studying the video tapes for signs of foul play, a fierce battle ensued between the Murphys,  the 

Swanns and the Ellwoods and despite attempted skulduggery from the latter, it was the Swanns who 

came through to win gold. 

  
The children on the way out, and the adults on lap 2 (competitive parents? Of course not!) 

  



And so, the closing ceremony of the CACOlympic Games 2012, the CAC Kids flag was lowered and it 

was back to the campsite to pack away the last of the camping equipment and share out and eat up 

Captain (CAC) Kid’s treasure.  

 

This was an excellent weekend, thank you to everybody who came, particularly our CAC Kids, who 

once again behaved and played together in an exemplary manner: 

Jaimee Ellwood, Sophie Ellwood, Sophie Shattock, George Swann, Hannah Swann, Alice Murphy, 

Niamh George.  


